In this paper, we propose a score-informed source separation framework based on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and dynamic time warping (DTW) that suits for both offline and online systems. The proposed framework is composed of three stages: training, alignment, and separation. In the training stage, the score is encoded as a sequence of individual occurrences and unique combinations of notes denoted as score units. Then, we proposed a NMF-based signal model where the basis functions for each score unit are represented as a weighted combination of spectral patterns for each note and instrument in the score obtained from a trained a priori over-completed dictionary. In the alignment stage, the time-varying gains are estimated at frame level by computing the projection of each score unit basis function over the captured audio signal. Then, under the assumption that only a score unit is active at a time, we propose an online DTW scheme to synchronize the score information with the performance. Finally, in the separation stage, the obtained gains are refined using local low-rank NMF and the separated sources are obtained using a soft-filter strategy. The framework has been evaluated and compared with other state-of-the-art methods for single channel source separation of small ensembles and large orchestra ensembles obtaining reliable results in terms of SDR and SIR. Finally, our method has been evaluated in the specific task of acoustic minus one, and some demos are presented. which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
Introduction
Sound source separation (SS) seeks to segregate constituent sound sources from an audio signal mixture. Once separated, the sources can be processed separately and reassembled eventually for many purposes such as denoising, remastering, or desoloing.
During the last decade, there has been a growing demand for streaming music content, to such an extent that currently there are several entertainment platforms such as MyOpera Player 1 and Medici.TV 2 , which broadcast live classical music with enriched features. These classical music services could be improved using SS techniques to develop applications such as 3D rendering, acoustic emphasis, acoustic scenarios recreation, and minus one.
Many approaches have been addressed in the last two decades in order to achieve this separation. The most commonly used consists of decomposing a timefrequency representation of the mixture signal using methods such as non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), independent component analysis (ICA), or probabilistic latent component analysis (PLCA). Among these factorization techniques, NMF has been widely used for music audio signals, as it allows to describe the signal as a non-substractive combination of sound objects (or "atoms") over time. However, without further information, the quality of the separation using the aforementioned statistical methods is limited. One solution is to exploit the spectro-temporal properties of the sources. For example, spectral harmonicity and temporal continuity can be assumed for several musical instruments while percussive instruments are characterized by short bursts of broadband energy [1] . Speech source spectrogram can be modeled using a source-filter model [2] . Other approaches also used spatial localization of the sources [3] [4] [5] . Besides, when training material is available, it is possible to learn the spectrotemporal patterns and the methods are referred to as supervised [6] . Best separation results are obtained when information about the specific sources in the mixture is provided a priori. For example, in [7] , information about the spatial location for each source in the mixture is known a priori. In [8] , the authors combined prior information from an aligned score with a panning and time-frequency-based method for SS of synthetic music signals. In fact, due to the widespread availability of musical scores, mostly in MIDI format, an increasing number of score-informed SS approaches have been conducted lately. Ganseman et al. [9] uses score synthesis to initialize a signal decomposition monaural SS system using a PLCA model. Similarly, in [10] , the musical score is used to initialize a parametric NMF of the mixture spectrum. Ewert and Muller [11, 12] use the score to constraint the basis functions and the time-varying gains assuming harmonicity and allowing some misalignment using a tolerance window over the score note activity. The approach in [6] uses score information to adapt the model parameters using an NMFbased approach. In Miron et al. [13] , score information are used to initialize the time-varying gains in a multichannel NMF model for orchestra music SS. More recently, novel deep learning (DL) strategies have been developed combining deep neural networks (DNN) with score information to estimate soft masks for specific instrument classes [14] [15] [16] .
In the mentioned approaches, the score of the pieces must be previously aligned to the recording; this synchronization is usually performed beforehand and is typically obtained using a twofold procedure: (1) feature extraction from audio and score and (2) temporal alignment [17] . In the former, the features extracted from the audio signal characterize some specific information about the musical content. Different representations of the audio frame have been used such as the output of a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [18] , chroma vectors [19, 20] , or multi-pitch analysis information [21, 22] . On the latter, the alignment is performed by finding the best match between the feature sequence and the score. In fact, classical offline systems rely on cost measures between events in the score and in the performance. Two methods well known in speech recognition have been extensively used in the literature: statistical approaches (e.g., hidden Markov model (HMM)) [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and dynamic time warping (DTW) [19, [27] [28] [29] .
Although several online audio-to-score approaches have been developed in the literature [22, 28, 29] , only the works in [6, 22, 30] combined score alignment with SS in an online fashion. In [22] and in its extension [6] , the alignment is performed using a hidden Markov process model, where each audio frame is associated with a 2-D state of score position and tempo. The observation model is defined as the multi-pitch likelihood of each frame, i.e., the likelihood of seeing the audio frame given the pitches at the aligned score position. Then, particle filtering is employed to infer the score position and tempo of each audio frame by the time it is captured. Regarding the SS, [22] uses a soft masking strategy based on a multipitch estimator, whereas the method in [6] used a frame-level NMF with a trained dictionary which is updated during the factorization. On the other hand, in our preliminary work [30] , we proposed to use the source separation procedure presented in [13] along with the real-time implementation of the online alignment method from [31] presented in [32] . The signal model used in [30] was the same than in [13] but restricted to single-channel signals. However, with this original signal model, the separation performance was unreliable when dealing with large ensembles datasets.
In this paper, we propose a score-informed SS framework, which suits for both online and offline applications, based on NMF and DTW. Similar to [6, 30] , we use a priori learned dictionary composed of spectral templates (a.k.a basis functions) for the instruments presented in the score. However, in this work, the score information is encoded within the signal model under the assumption that a music signal can be described as a sequence of unique occurrences of individual and concurrent notes from several instruments (here denoted as score units). Then, the cost function for the alignment procedure can be obtained by computing the projection for each score unit over the frame level spectrum and the minimum cost path is estimated using the online DTW framework proposed in [29] and based on the original work presented by Dixon et al. [28] . To account for possible misalignments, the time-varying gains of the optimal score units and its neighbors are refined using a local low-rank NMF scheme. Finally, a soft-filter strategy is performed to obtain the separated sources. The proposed framework has been evaluated for both online and offline SS tasks and compared with other state-of-the-art methods showing reliable results, specially in terms of SDR and SIR.
Unlike a previous work presented by the authors in [29, 30] , where synthetic signals generated from the MIDI score are used to learn spectral patterns for the alignment process, here, we use isolated notes of real solo instrument recordings to learn a dictionary of spectral patterns. Using this dictionary of isolated notes allows to model the relative amplitude contribution of each instrument in order to obtain a velocity model for each note and instrument. Additionally, in contrast to [6, 30] , we propose a new signal model where the score information is encoded in the form of score units. Consequently, the novelty of this work lies in developing a method for single-channel and multi-timbral (i.e., with multiple instruments) signal SS, which uses the score information encoded within the signal model. Finally, an extension of the method has been developed in order to be applied to a practical music scenario, concretely minus one application.
The structure of the rest of the article is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the NMF and DTW approaches. The proposed framework is presented in Section 3. A minus one application strategy based on our framework is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the evaluation setup is presented and the proposed method is tested and compared with other reference systems. Finally, we summarize the work and discuss the future perspectives in Section 6.
Background

NMF for source separation
NMF [33] is an unsupervised factorization technique used for linear representation of two-dimensional nonnegative data that has been successfully applied to the decomposition of audio spectrograms [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] . In the context of audio signal processing, the popularity of this technique is related to its ability to obtain parts-based representation of the most representative objects (e.g., notes and chords) by imposing non-negative constraints that allow only additive, not subtractive, combinations of the input data unlike many other linear representations such as ICA [39] and principal component analysis (PCA) [40] .
Given an input audio signal x(t) which is constituted by the mixture of J sources and whose magnitude (or power) spectrogram X ∈ R F×T + is composed of f = 1, ..., F frequency bins, t = 1, ..., T time frames, and a linear combination of L components (see Table 1 for the notations we adopted in this paper), NMF 
being W ∈ R F×L + the basis matrix whose columns are meaningful elements called basis functions (or spectral patterns) and G ∈ R L×T + the activation matrix that shows the temporal activity for each l individual basis function. Note that the number of components (a.k.a rank) L is generally chosen such that FL + LT FT in order to reduce the dimensions of the data associated to the input spectrogram. In the context of musical sound separation, we assume that each pair of spectral pattern and activations describes a sound from a single instrument. Then, each source spectrogram can be obtained by grouping all the sounds belonging to the same source.
The model parameters in Eq. (1) are obtained by minimizing a cost function D(X|X) defined in Eq. (2), using a so called factorization procedure,
where d(a|b) is a function of two scalar variables. The most popular cost functions are the Euclidean distance (EUC), the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL), and the Itakura-Saito divergence (IS) [41] . The β-divergence [42] (see Eq. (3)) is another commonly used cost function that encompasses the three previously mentioned cost functions in its definition, i.e., EUC (β = 2), KL (β = 1), and IS (β = 0), and is defined as follows: In order to obtain the model parameters that minimize the cost function and ensure the non-negativity of the bases and the activations, several approaches were developed. In the original formulation of NMF [33] , D(X|X) was minimized using an iterative approach based on the gradient descend algorithm. The multiplicative update rules are obtained by applying diagonal rescaling to the step size of the gradient descent algorithm. The multiplicative update rule for each scalar parameter Z is given by,
where ∇ − Z D and ∇ + Z D are the negative and positive terms of the partial derivative of the cost function ∇ Z D.
Unfortunately, without further constraints, the expressiveness (i.e., the disjointness) of the basis functions is limited. This property can be usually maximized by considering the sparsity of the representations (except when the energy time-frequency distribution of the sources completely overlap). Sparsity is the property of a signal that relates to the amount of non-zero coefficients in a given representation. Several criteria for sparsity have been proposed in the literature [43, 44] . Other approaches use restrictions on the spectro-temporal structure such as harmonicity of the basis functions [45] or temporal continuity of the gains [43, 46] . While such extensions typically lead to a significant gain in separation quality over classic NMF, they do not fully solve the problem.
Alternatively, when dealing with music signals and when the score information is available, certain priors can be imposed to the signal model parameters in order to favor sparsity. A review of the typical score-informed constraints in the literature will be presented in Section 2.3.
Deep learning approaches for source separation
Recently, DL approaches have outperformed NMF in audio source separation challenges [47] . In contrast to the NMF methods, DL methods are less computationally expensive [48] at the separation stage, as estimating the sources involves a single feed forward pass through the network rather than an iterative procedure. State-ofthe-art DL methods typically estimate a soft mask for each specific source in the time-frequency domain, even though there are approaches that operate directly on time-domain signals and use a DNN to learn a suitable representation from it (see e.g., [16, 49] ).
Using a soft-masking strategy, the time-frequency rep-resentationŜ i ∈ R F×T for each source i in the mixture can be expressed as:
where M i ∈ R F×T represents the soft mask for each source i within the time-frequency mixture signal X ∈ R F×T . Typical time-frequency signal representations are the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), constant-Q, or mel spectrogram.
In the case of single-channel source separation, the quality of the separation relies on modeling the spectral structure of sources. In fact, DL methods can be classified in two categories: (1) methods that aim to predict the soft mask M i based on the mixture input X [48, 50, 51] and (2) methods that aim to predict the source signal spectrumŜ i directly from the mixture input [52] . Consequently, supervised learning process learns the relation between the input mixture time-frequency representation and the target out, which could be either the oracle mask or the clean signal spectrum.
Several DL architectures have been used for the SS task including the use of standard methods such as convolutional [15] and recurrent [51] layers which have the advantage of modeling a larger time context. Novel DL SS systems propose specialized models which propose building an NMF logic into an autoenconder [53] or cluster components over large time spans [54] .
Score-informed constraints
The number of digital scores freely available in the Internet is continuously growing. In fact, most of the classical music pieces are available without copyright in repositories such as IMSLP 3 , Mutopia 4 , or Classical Archives 5 . The most common format is MIDI, which includes information about the actual instruments in the score and the onset/duration of the played notes for each instrument. Recently, some other formats such as musicXML, MEI, or Lylipond have emerged to keep the attributes of the original paper sheet.
Traditionally, NMF methods using score information enforced the sparsity by imposing certain constraints on the basis functions S and/or the time-varying gains A. For example, the musical structure of the score can be exploited to penalize activations of notes or combinations of notes which are not present in the score [34, 55] . Additionally, if the score is pre-aligned with the interpretation, it is possible to set to zero those gains associated to the basis functions of non-active notes. In fact, once an entry in S or A is initialized to zero, it will remain zero-valued during the subsequent multiplicative update steps [33] . Unfortunately, in music, imposing sparsity constraint only over the gains does not ensure the dissociation of the basis functions, since concurrent notes in the score are often harmonically related.
To overcome this problem, it is usual to apply constraints simultaneously on both basis functions and activations. In the case of the basis functions, the most common approach is to assume that the templates in S posses a harmonic structure. In general, a harmonic sound is one whose energy in a time-frequency representation is distributed around integer multiples of the so-called fundamental frequency (a.k.a harmonics). To enforce this harmonicity, it is common to set to zero all the frequency bins of S between harmonics [34, 56] . Note that perfect tuning is very uncommon (i.e., the exact frequencies are not known). Therefore, a range of frequencies around the perfectly tuned F0 is kept non-zero valued in the basis functions. Some methods in the literature proposed to use a semitone frequency resolution by integrating all the bins belonging to the same semitone to avoid possible problems related to F0 deviations [57] . As a drawback, a low frequency resolution does not allow to separate pitches from overlapping harmonics from different instruments. Using a higher frequency resolution could mitigate this problem, but then, a F0 tracking is required [13] .
Score information has been also used to improve the separation results of DL methods. For instance, in [14] , the authors used weak label information from the score by introducing a score-unit-based dropout variant that discards those combinations of notes which not present in the score. In [15] , the authors used pre-aligned score information to refine the output soft mask of their CNN-based network. Finally, in [16] label-conditioned information is used to inform the network about the active and inactive instruments in the mixture.
Dynamic time warping for audio to score alignment
In the previous section, we assumed that we had a temporal alignment between the score and performance times. In fact, manual alignment is very tedious since the musician usually interprets each piece in a personal way by introducing variations in the tempo, dynamics, and/or articulation. To automate this process, there are several methods for estimating a temporal alignment between score and audio representations, a task also referred to as score-audio synchronization.
Up to date, DTW-based methods have demonstrated to provide the best alignment results in the MIREX Realtime Audio to Score Alignment 6 task, and therefore, as will be explained in the next section, we have chosen this approach as the basis of the alignment procedure in our system. Let us define U = (u 1 , . . . , u τ , . . . , u T m ) and V = (v 1 , . . . , v t , . . . , v T r ) as two vectors of features that represent the time series to be aligned, where τ and t are the indexes in the time series. The first step in the DTW algorithm is the estimation of a local distance matrix (cost
represents the match cost between every two points in the time series. The function could be any cost function that returns cost 0 for a perfect match, and a positive value otherwise. In the field of audio to score alignment, this cost function is typically computed from the score synthesized audio signal and the recorded audio from the performance, for example by computing the cosine distance between their STFT magnitudes [58] or the Euclidean distance between their chroma vectors [28] . Secondly, the warping matrix C ∈ R T m ×T r + is filled recursively as follows:
where the step size at each dimension has a range from 1 to α τ and 1 to α t , respectively. α τ and α t are the maximum step size at each dimension. Parameter σ controls the bias toward diagonal steps. C is the accumulated cost of the minimum cost path up to (τ , t) and C(τ , 1) = D(τ , 1), ∀τ . Finally, the minimum cost path w = w 1 , ..., w l , ..., w L , where each w l is an ordered pair (τ l , t l ) meaning that instant τ l must be aligned with t l , is obtained by tracing the recursion backwards from C(τ L , T r ), where τ L = arg min τ C(τ , T r ). Since the audio query is usually a small fragment of the whole composition, the first and the last elements of the path can be at any point along the τ axis. Globally, the path has to satisfy the following three conditions:
1. Boundary condition: w 1 = (τ , 1) and w L = (τ , T r ) 2. Monotonicity condition: τ l+1 ≥ τ l and t l+1 ≥ t l 3.
Step size condition: τ l+1 ≤ τ l + α τ and t l+1 ≤ t l + α t In the next section, we present a signal factorizationbased system that uses DTW during the factorization to perform both synchronization and SS in a joint manner.
Proposed method
In this paper, we propose a score-informed audio SS framework that is suitable for both online and offline systems. In particular, we propose a signal decompositionbased model that enables the alignment between the score and the performance jointly with the SS of the different type of instruments in the mixture.
The block diagram of the proposed method is displayed in Fig. 1 . First, in the training stage, we initilize the basis functions using a set of pre-trained spectral patterns for the instruments in the score and estimate the relative amplitude between instruments from the synthetic input score. Second, in the alignment stage, we used a NMF-based signal decomposition approach to estimate the model parameters by minimizing the signal reconstruction error. Then, an online DTW scheme on the resulting cost matrix is used to estimate the alignment between the score and the performance. Third, at frame level, a low rank factorization stage is used to refine the model estimated parameters accounting to the most probable active notes in the score at this frame. Finally, a generalized Wiener filtering strategy is used to obtain the sources reconstruction.
Signal model
In this work, score information and elementary spectral patterns for the target sources (i.e., the instruments presented in the score) are combined within the signal model. First, a piano-roll matrix H B ∈ N P×J×T m is inferred from the input MIDI score, where p ∈[1...P] represents the notes in the MIDI scale, j ∈[1...J] are the instruments in the score, and τ ∈[ 1...T m ] is the MIDI time (in frames). Then, the score information is encoded into score units using an approach similar to [29] . In particular, score units k ∈[ 1...K] are defined from each unique occurrence of individual or concurrent notes in the score. Note that, for most of the scores, the number of score units will be much lower than the number of notes (generalizing K ≤ P). Under this representation, the score can be seen as a sequence of states, where each state is defined by a single unit. Note that multiple states can be represented by the same unit, whereas the units are unique. Therefore,
The proposed score model is defined as follows:
where the piano-roll matrix H B is decomposed as a notesto-unit matrix E B ∈ N P×J×K that encodes the active instruments j and the notes p at each score unit k and a unit activity matrix A B ∈ N K×T m that represents the active score units at each MIDI frame τ . Note that the superscript B over a matrix indicates that it is a binary matrix. Besides, the unit activity can be subsequently decomposed into a units-to-states matrix Q B ∈ N K×M which encodes the active unit k at each state m and a states-time matrix P B ∈ N M×T m that represents the activity of each state m at each MIDI time frame τ . The presented score model in Eq. (7) is displayed in Fig. 2 . Note that, for the definition of the score model parameters, only the MIDI events noteon and note-off messages are used from the MIDI file. These messages together specify the start and end time of notes played at a given pitch of a given instrument. Therefore, timing information such as beat resolution or tempo changes are not used in our definition. The proposed signal model combines spectral patterns for each instrument together with the score model once it is synchronized with the audio time (τ → t). Therefore, the signal model presented in Eq. (8) consists of factorizing the time-frequency spectrogram of the audio mixed as
where X ∈ R F×T r + is the mixture signal spectrogram with f ∈[ 1...F] frequency bins and t ∈[ 1...T r ] frames,X ∈ R F×T r + is the estimation of this magnitude spectrogram, S is the basis matrix, E is the matrix that represents the relative amplitude contribution of each instrument and note at each score unit, and A is the time-varying gains matrix. Notice that this proposed signal model is an extension of the baseline model presented in [30] , where H ∈ R P×J×T r + is the matrix which holds the gains of the basis S corresponding to the note p and instrument j at frame t.
Please note that in this model, we do not consider the possible improvisations or errors (e.g., note deletion, insertion, and substitution) during the performance but rather assume that the musician will follow the written score. In fact, large deviations may cause an underperformance of the proposed method for both alignment and separation procedures.
The proposed score-informed signal model is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Training stage
In this stage, we learn the spectral basis function S and the relative amplitude of the notes-to-unit matrix E in Eq. (8) . First, the spectral basis function S for each instrument j in the score is selected from a pre-trained dictionary of spectral patterns for all the notes and instruments from the Real World Computing (RWC) Musical Instrument Sound Database [59, 60] . In this work, we have used an approach similar to [57] , where the instrument-dependent bases are learned in advance and fixed during the separation process. This approach has been shown to perform well when the conditions of the music scene do not differ too much between the training and the test data [61] .
Second, the relative amplitude of the notes-to-unit matrix E in Eq. (8) is initialized to account for the velocity of each note from a particular instrument. To this aim, we synthesize the MIDI score signal X s ∈ R F×T m + and propose the following signal decomposition model:
where τ ∈[1...T m ] represents the time (in frames) of the score, the spectral patterns S are known a priori, and the unit activity matrix A ∈ R K×T m + is directly initialized to the binary piano-roll matrix A B from the score model in Eq. (7) . Note that spectral patterns S are kept fixed, whereas the optimal value for the notes-to-unit matrix E and the unit activity matrix A are obtained using the gradient descend algorithm to minimize the β-divergence cost function D β (X s ,X s ). In particular, the update rules to obtain the parameter E and A are defined in Eqs. (11) and (12) , respectively and computed iteratively until the cost function converges.
In addition, scaling the parameters is necessary to ensure that E models only the relative amplitude between instruments. The scaling procedure is presented as follows:
As Fig. 1 outlines, after this training process, both the spectral basis function S and the relative amplitude of the notes-to-unit matrix E are initialized for the separation stage.
Alignment stage
In this stage, the aim is to synchronize the audio signal of the musical performance with its corresponding score to guide the separation process. The proposed method can be carried out in an offline or online manner depending on the application.
In this work, the alignment is performed using a similar scheme than in [31] . As a novel proposal, a single spectral pattern for each score unit is first computed from the trained parameters in Section 3.2 as follows:
Then, generalizing the concurrent notes in the score as units, the score can be seen as a sequence of individual units. In other words, for a particular frame t in the realworld mixture signal spectrogram X t (f ), we can assume that only a single unit k can be active. Under this assumption, the time-varying gain g k,t for each score unit k and frame t can be obtained minimizing the β-divergence of the single-unit constrained signal model:
Therefore, the value of the gain for unit k and frame t is obtaining as the projection of its corresponding spectral pattern B k (f ) over the observed signal spectrogram X t (f ) as,
Then, the distortion matrix for each unit k at the current frame t is defined by,
where D β (·) is the β-divergence function and β can take values in the range ∈ [0,2]. As can be inferred, the distortion matrix ∈ R K×T r + provides information about the similitude of each k-th unit spectral pattern with the real signal spectrum at each frame t. Using this information, the cost matrix between the score and the performance time, τ and t, respectively, can be obtained as follows:
where A B is the unit activity matrix in Eq. (7) extracted from the score information and is the distortion matrix in Eq. (17) computed from the real-world mixture signal. Note that the cost matrix is computed as the projection of each score unit spectral pattern over each captured audio frame. This computation is a non-iterative process, which enables fast runtimes. However, for the case of long musical compositions, this implementation requires to estimate the cost function for each score unit at each frame making the system unsuitable for real-time applications. To mitigate these computational requirements, a temporal window from the optimum unit in the previous frame can be used, estimating the cost function only for the score units within that threshold.
As can be seen, the proposed framework operates at frame level, and therefore, depending on the application, the alignment can be performed offline (i.e., once the whole input signal has been processed) or online with a fixed latency of one frame. In this work, the synchronization between score and performance is done using DTW (see Section 2.4). For each frame t in the performance, a warping matrix C ∈ R T m ×T r + is computed from the cost matrix D ∈ R T m ×T r + using Eq. (6) . In this work, the step size α τ and α t range from 1 to 4 which in terms of music performance means that a performer can play four times faster or slower than the reference speed of interpretation (α τ = 1, α t = 1). Besides, the control parameter σ α τ ,α t has been set to one for all the combinations of (α τ , α t ) which in turn bias the path towards the diagonal.
In the offline scheme, the optimum path is computed using backtracking after the warping matrix for the whole real performance input signal is computed (see detail information in [31] ). Consequently, the alignment decision for every state cannot be known until the whole piece is processed.
Alternatively, in the online scheme, the signal is partially unknown, and therefore, the global path constraints cannot be directly computed. In this work, the online alignment system has a fixed latency of just one frame, and thus, backtracking is not allowed, that is, the decision is made directly from the information at each frame t. Here, we have used the online DTW in [29] , where the optimal path vector W ∈ R T m + for frame t is computed as,
Subsequently, the coefficients of the time-varying gains matrix at frame t can be computed from the optimal path matrix W as,
As can be inferred, the matching precision is going to have influence in the separation stage. In fact, attending to the MIREX Score Following results presented in [29] , the best alignment performance is obtained using a tolerance window of 1 s. In other words, the estimated alignment could deviate up to a maximum of 1 s from the reported note onset. To account for this misalignment, the gains matrix A init ∈ N K×T r is extended using a temporal window around the frame t selected by the alignment,
where 1 λ is a ones window with length λ = 1 s and symbol • stands for convolution. Figure 4 illustrates an example of this widen procedure for the initialized gains for the second passage from A. Bruckner Symphony no. 8, II movement (detailed in Section 5.1). The estimated optimal path is displayed in subplot (Fig. 4a ). In subplot (Fig. 4b) , a temporal window of 1 s is applied extending each score unit in several time frames. Note that this extended gains allows more than one active unit per frame. As can be observed in Fig. 1 , after this alignment process, the time-varying gains matrix A ∈ N K×T r is initialized for the following stage.
Separation stage
At this point, all the parameters of the signal model in Eq. (8) (see Section 3.1) are initialized. In particular, the basis functions S are obtained from a computed a priori dictionary for all the instruments/notes in the score, and the score information is encoded into the notes-to-unit matrix E and initialized from the synthetic signal obtained from the score in Section 3.2. Finally, the time-varying gains A are initialized from the alignment procedure in Section 3.3.
In this section, separation is performed in two steps. First, the time-frequency spectrogram for each sound source is estimated using a signal factorization procedure. Second, a Wiener soft-masking strategy is used to obtain the time-domain separated source signals.
Signal model parameter estimation
Here, we present a NMF approach to estimate the spectrogram (magnitude or power) for each source in the mixture. To this end, we applied the gradient descend algorithm to minimize the cost function between the observed and the estimated signal spectrogram D β (X(f , t)|( k,p,j S p,j (f )E p,j,k A k (t))) (see Eq. (2)). The multiplicative update rules for each parameter of the signal model in Eq. (8) are defined using Eq. (5) as follows:
Moreover, scaling the parameters is necessary to ensure that E models only the relative amplitude between instruments. The scaling procedure is presented as follows:
Note that the relative amplitude between the different instruments that compose the mixture signal usually remains constant throughout the music performance, and therefore, E is common for all the audio frames. In other words, the notes-to-unit matrix can be updated only for the offline scheme (i.e., when the whole signal is processed). Alternatively, when the signal is partially unknown (i.e., the online scheme), the factorization consists of updating only the parameter A, whereas E is a fixed parameter.
To allow a real-time implementation of the online scheme, we propose to use a low-rank NMF method similar to [62] . In particular, the method in [62] consist of decomposing an input image as a set of subimages represented using a reduced set of components for each subimage. In our approach, we perform the factorization at frame level, and thus, the number of active score units is sparse. Therefore, we propose to compute the signal factorization at frame t using only the subset of score units k active after the initialization of A in the alignment stage as displayed in the example of the Fig. 4b .
The whole offline and online signal factorization procedures are summarized in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively.
Reconstruction
Once the model parameters have been optimized, we perform the SS using generalized Wiener filtering. In fact, SS consists of estimating the complex amplitude at each time-frequency cell for each source. Generalized Wiener masks are highly used in the SS literature [6, 56] . The Wiener filter method computes the relative energy Algorithm 1 Offline signal factorization scheme 1 Initialize S from the trained a priori dictionary and keep it fixed. 2 Initialize E from the input score (see Section 3.2). 3 Initialize A from the offline alignment procedure in Section 3.3. 4 Compute the signal model using Eq. (8). 5 while not convergence and iter ≤ no. of iters do 6 Update A according to Eq. (22) . 7 Recompute the signal model using Eq. (8). 8 Update E according to Eq. (21). 9 Scale E to l1-norm and compensate by rescaling A using Eq. (23). 10 Recompute the signal model using Eq. (8). 11 end while contribution of each source with respect to the energy of the mixed signal x(t). The Wiener soft mask α j for each time-frequency bin (f , t) is defined as,
where α j represents the relative energy contribution of each source andX j ∈ R F×T r + is the magnitude spectrogram per instrument, computed as,
The sum of all the estimated source power spectrograms |X j (f , t)| 2 is the power spectrogram of the mixed signal |X(f , t)| 2 . Then, to obtain the estimated source magnitude spectrogramX j , Eq. (27) is used.
Algorithm 2 Online signal factorization scheme 1 Initialize S from the trained a priori dictionary and keep it fixed. 2 Initialize E from the input score (see Section 3.2). 3 for each time frame t do 4 Initialize A from the online alignment procedure in Section 3.3. 5 Select the subset of active score units k from A. 6 Compute the signal model for the input signal spectrum at frame t using Eq. (8). 7 while not convergence and iter ≤ no. of iters do 8 Update A according to Eq. (22). 9 Recompute the signal model using Eq. (8). Finally, using the phase spectrogram of the input mixture and computing the inverse overlap-add STFT of the estimated magnitude spectrogramX j , we estimate the sourceŝ j (t).
Minus one application
Minus one is a music application which consists in removing a concrete instrument from an orchestra signal. This technique allows professional musicians to play an instrument accompanied by a real orchestra. In general, music is distributed in a monophonic or stereophonic audio stream where all the instruments are mixed together, thus making the material unsuitable for minus one usage. This is the case of repositories such as IMSLP which stores in these formats most of the classical music pieces. Recently, some commercial platforms which implement this technique have appeared, such as Nomadplay 7 . However, they only offer a little set of compositions and instruments to play, as accompaniments are produced in recording studio by professional musicians, which is costly and time-consuming. In this way, developing a method to generate the accompaniment for user-selected instrument and audio is required. Thus, we propose to use our SS framework for the minus one application.
The goal is to provide as output the original mixture without the selected-by-the-user instrument. This can be carried out by first performing a downmix via SS and then upmixing the rest of instruments. Unfortunately, the proposed NMF/DTW+Wiener method follows an additive model, and thus, the interference caused by the removed instrument over the minus one signal might be perceptible, especially in those time-frequency regions where the removed instrument was prominent. To mitigate this problem, we have used the psychoacoustical masking model presented in [63] that incorporates the across-frequency integration observed within the human auditory system. The perception of an audio signal is the consequence of various physiological and psychological effects. In fact, auditory system models are frequently used to calculate a spectral masking threshold [64] . In this manner, any additive signal components, whose power spectral density lies completely below the masking threshold, will not be perceived by a human listener.
In this work, we propose to estimate a masking model for the resulting minus one upmixing. Then, the perceptual interference can be minimized by removing those time-frequency bins (f , t) where the amplitude of the undesired instrument is above the time-frequency masking threshold γ m . This masking threshold is computed for each Minus One mixture using the implementation described in [63] . 7 https://nomadplay-app.com/ Denoting byX i ∈ R F×T r + the magnitude spectrogram of the selected instrument signal,X m ∈ R F×T r + the magnitude spectrogram of the minus one mixture, defined aŝ
and γ m the time-frequency masking threshold for the minus one mixture, the spectrogram of the minus one signal can be refined by:
Note that those bins (f , t) whereX i is above the masking threshold γ m (i.e., perceptible in the minus one mixture) are canceled in the estimated magnitude spectrogram Y m ∈ R F×T r + . In this way, we can minimize the interfere caused by the removed instrument.
Finally, as in Section 3.4.2, the time-domain signal for the minus one is obtained using the phase spectrogram of the input mixture and computing the inverse overlapadd STFT of the estimated magnitude spectrogramŶ m in Eq. (29).
Experimental results and discussion
In this section, the proposed method in Section 3 is evaluated for the task of single-channel instrumental music SS using a well-known dataset of small ensembles and a more complicated large ensembles orchestra dataset. Besides, the performance of our method has been compared to other state-of-the-art algorithms to demonstrate the reliability of our proposal.
Datasets
In this work, we assess the performance of our proposed method considering two different databases. Firstly, we have used the University of Rochester Multimodal Music Performance (URMP) dataset developed by Li et al. [65] . This dataset is compounded by 44 classical chamber music pieces ranging from duets to quintets (11 duets, 12 trios, 14 quartets, and 7 quintets) and played by 14 different common instruments in orchestra. The musical score, the audio recordings of the individual tracks, the audio recordings of the assembled mixture, and the ground-truth annotation files are available for each piece. Although URMP is not an orchestra dataset, it has been used to evaluate the behavior of our proposal in ensembles with a reduced number of instruments.
Secondly, we have used the orchestra database developed by Pätynen et al. [66] and processed by Miron et al. [13] . It consists of four excerpts of approximately 3 min each one composed of symphonic music from Classical and Romantic style. The four pieces vary in terms of number of instruments sections, style, dynamics, and size of Table 2 , including measurements of the complexity of the compositions calculated from the score, such as the polyphony density (average number of simultaneous notes per frame) and the inter-onset duration (average time gap between onsets).
Experimental setup
Many signal processing applications adopt frequency logarithmic discretization. Although it is not the only way to reduce the memory requirements, using logarithmic resolution in frequency is a common approach to minimize the dimensionality and the memory footprint in matrix operations. For example, uniformly spaced subbands on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth scale are assumed in [57] . In this work, a resolution of 1/4 of a semitone in frequency is used as in [37, 67] . The time-frequency representation is obtained using 8192-point STFT and integrating the frequency bins corresponding to the same 1/4 semitone interval. The frame size and the hop size for the STFT are set to 5644 (128 ms) and 1412 (32 ms) samples, respectively, and the sampling rate is equal to 44.1 kHz.
Regarding the signal factorization scheme, we have studied the performance of the proposed method as a function of parameter β from the β-divergence cost function defined in Eq. (3). To this end, we have evaluated our algorithm over the dataset in Section 5.1 varying the value of β in the range [ 0, 2], finding the optimal value around β = 1.3. This value is in line with other works in the state-of-the-art [13, 68, 69] . Besides, for our constrained by the score signal model, we have observed that the reconstruction error converges after 50 iterations. Therefore, we have chosen this value as the maximum number of iterations for the decomposition procedure.
Evaluation metrics
In this paper, we propose a SS system that perform both score alignment and source separation. First, to evaluate the alignment performance of the proposed method, we have used the same evaluation metrics as in the MIREX Score Following task. In this way, for each piece, an aligned rate (AR) or precision is defined as the proportion of correctly aligned notes in the score and ranges from 0 to 1. If a note onset does not deviate more than a threshold (a.k.a tolerance window) from the reference alignment, this note is considered to be correctly aligned.
Then, to evaluate the separation performance, we have used the BSS_EVAL [70] and the PEASS [71] toolboxes to evaluate the performance of our method for the task of SS. These metrics are commonly accepted in the field of SS and thus allow a fair comparison with other stateof-the-art methods. In particular, each separated signal is assumed to produce a distortion model that can be expressed as follows:
whereŝ j is the estimated source signal for instrument j, s j is the original signal of the instrument j, e target is the error term associated with the target distortion component, e interf is the error term due to interference of the other sources, and e artif is the error term attributed to the numerical artifacts of the separation algorithm. The metrics provided by BSS_EVAL for each separated signal are the source to distortion ratio (SDR), the source to interference ratio (SIR), the source to artifacts ratio (SAR), and the source image spatial distortion ratio (ISR) [70] . Besides, to predict the subjective quality of estimated source signals, the PEASS toolbox [71] provides four scores: the overall perceptual score (OPS), the target-related perceptual score (TPS), the interference-related perceptual score (IPS), and the artifacts-related perceptual score (APS). These scores are obtained by making use of auditory-motivated metrics provided by the PEMO-Q auditory model [72] to assess the perceptual salience of the target distortion (qTarget), interference (qInterf ), and artifacts (qArtif ), computing also a global metric (qGlobal). Finally, a nonlinear mapping using neuronal networks trained with a set of different audio signals is performed in order to get the set of objective measures.
Algorithms for comparison
In order to show the benefits of proposal, we have compared the separation performance of our method with other state-of-the-art algorithms. Besides, we present two "unrealistic" baseline methods to state the extreme separation performances, here denoted as ideal separation and energy distribution. The different approaches compared here are the following:
Ideal separation
This method computes the optimal value of the Wiener mask at each frequency and time component assuming that the signals to be separated are known in advance. Therefore, this approach represents the upper bound for the best separation that can be reached with the used time-frequency representation.
Energy distribution (ED)
This procedure uses the mixture signal divided by the number of sources as input for the evaluation. This evaluation provides a starting point for the separation algorithms.
Miron method
We have included in the evaluation the results of the method proposed by Miron et al. in [13] . Although Miron's method proposes an offline system for scoreinformed audio SS for multichannel orchestral recordings, we have evaluated its method for only one channel. For single channel SS, this method uses the signal model introduced in Eq. (9) . Similar to our approach, this method used a 1/4 semitone resolution and the basis functions are learned in advance from training material (using real audio samples from the RWC database). However, in Miron's method, the time-varying gains are initialized using pre-aligned score information and refined using image processing techniques.
Ganseman method
This method was introduced by Ganseman et al. in [9] . Ganseman proposes a method based on PLCA for SS according to source models. Here, the gains are initialized from a previously aligned MIDI score and the basis functions learned from synthetic material.
Fritsch method
We have also incorporated results for the method proposed by Fritsch in [73] . It consists of using the IS NMF of the power spectrogram with multiplicative updates for SS. As in the Ganseman method, they have a previous stage where the score is aligned and synthesized for the learning of the basis functions dictionary.
Soundprism system
We evaluate the results of the online method proposed by Duan et al. in [22] . The authors proposed a system that addresses score-informed music SS that is suitable for real-time implementation. It consists of two parts: (1) a multipitch + HMM-based score follower that align each time frame of the audio performance and (2) a source separator which reconstructs the source signals informed by the score.
REMASSeparation system
We have also included the results of our preliminary online SS work [30] . In this work, we proposed to use the real-time alignment implementation based on [31] and presented in [32] together with the source separation procedure described in [13] . Note that the signal model used was the same as in [13] but restricted to singlechannel signals. Unlike Miron's method, here, the timevarying gains are initialized using the online alignment described in [31] .
Deep learning approaches
In order to compare the performance of the signal decomposition-based methods with the novel DL approaches, we have reviewed three state-of-the-art DL approaches for classical music SS. In particular, we have used two extensions of the well-known Wave-U-Net DL model presented in [16] : (1) Exp-Wave-U-Net is a slight modification of the original model presented in [47] that allows separation of a dynamic number of sources (original model in [47] was designed only for 2 or 4 sources).
(2) CExp-Wave-U-Net [16] , in this variant, the authors proposed to use instrument labels to inform the network about the instruments presented in the mixture. Note that both, Exp-Wave-U-Net and CExp-Wave-U-Net methods, have been evaluated over the URMP dataset in [16] and the source code is also available for reproducible research. Finally, the third method in [15] is a score-informed convolutional neural network (CNN) based method which estimates the optimal soft-mask for each instrument and refines them using the pre-aligned score. Here, we have used the author implementation, and we have extended the training data (from RWC instrument sound database) to account for all the instruments from the URMP dataset. As in [15] , the generated training data is obtained using sample-based synthesis with samples from the RWC instrument sound database. The method synthesizes original scores at different tempos and dynamics, considering local timing deviations and using different timbres to generate a wide variety of renditions of given pieces.
Variants of the proposed model
We are also going to present results of several variants of our own model. In that sense, a set of configurations have been considered when comparing the models in order to know the influence of adapting different parameters. As mentioned in Section 3.1, our signal model is decomposed in three parameters: S, E, and A.
In our tests, the matrix S is trained in the previous stage and is fixed for the separation process. The gains matrix A is always adapted to the test signal in the separation process, but we have experimented with different initializations: (a) a random matrix (non-informed), (b) the output path of the offline DTW, and (c) the output path of the online DTW.
In the case of the notes-to-unit matrix E, we have the following scenarios:
• scoreFree: E is initialized as a binary matrix that relates each set of active notes with their corresponding score unit inferred from the MIDI score. Therefore, no assumption on the relative amplitude between notes/instruments is made in the initialization of this parameter. Instead, these relative amplitudes are learned during the update of parameter E in the separation stage. • scoreSynthFree: Opposite to the ScoreFree setup, in this configuration, E is initialized with the relative amplitudes between notes/instruments belonging to the same score unit. This information is learned in advance from the MIDI score using a synthesizer that accounts for perceptual parameters annotated in the MIDI file such as the velocity (i.e., how fast/hard each note is pressed/released), channel volume, pan, modulation, or effects. Moreover, parameter E is also updated during the factorization to adapt the information to the actual performance. • scoreSynthFix: In this configuration, E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score as in the scoreSynthFree setup. However, different than in scoreSynthFree, this parameter is kept fixed during the separation stage.
Notice that updating parameter E during the factorization in the separation stage allows to adapt the velocity of the instruments in the mixture to the actual performance. Consequently, the scoreSynthFree variant allows to mitigate velocity deviations from the MIDI score, whereas in the case of the scoreSynthFix, the performance will underperform for large deviations.
Additionally, we have evaluated an oracle variant denoted as ground-truth (GT) annotation which uses the manually annotated by musicologist score as a hard prior initialization for the times varying gains A. This variant give us a measure to evaluate the reliability of the score alignment procedure in Section 3.3 over the evaluated dataset.
All of these variants are summarized in Table 3 .
In the spirit of reproducible research, the code of this experimental study is available online 8 .
Evaluation of small ensembles single-channel signals
This section first presents the results of the evaluation of the score alignment where a comparison with other reference methods is carried out for the URMP dataset. Then, the SS results for the signal decomposition-based models presented in Section 5.4 are shown. Finally, a comparison of our proposal with novel DL approaches is performed for this small ensembles dataset.
Score alignment results
To analyze the performance of our alignment methods (offline and online), a comparison has been carried out with four reference methods: (a) Carabias's offline [31] , (b) Carabias's online [31] , (c) Ellis' offline [74] , and (d) Soundprism [22] . Figure 5 shows the alignment results in terms of precision values of the analyzed methods as a function of the onset deviation threshold. The threshold value varies from 50 to 2000 ms. As can be observed, all the offline approaches reach similar results. Note that the number of instruments in this ensembles are limited (2 to 5 instruments), so the uncertainty here is lower than in a full orchestra scenario. Regarding the online methods, our online approach obtains a more precise alignment than the Carabias' online and the Soundprism approaches. The best performance of our model with respect to Carabias' proposal is because the spectral patterns for each score unit are computed using the parameter S (see Eq. 14), which is learned in advance using isolated notes of real solo instrument recordings, while Carabias uses the synthesized MIDI signal to learn these spectral patterns.
According to Fig. 5 , we can see that our methods require a tolerance window of at least 1 s to converge to the optimum alignment. Using a lower threshold could be beneficial to minimize the interference between instruments. However, it can also provoke the lost of the onsets/offsets causing a poor separation performance. As a compromise between reducing the intereference between instruments and avoiding the lost the onset/offset information, in this work, we chose a temporal window of 1 s to extend the gains matrix A init around each frame t (as described in Section 3.3).
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scoreFree-DTWoff E is initialized from the MIDI score and set as a free parameter in the separation stage. A is initialized to the output path of the offline DTW.
scoreSynthFree E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and set as a free parameter in the separation stage. A is initialized to random values.
S, E E , A S
scoreSynthFree-DTWoff E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and set as a free parameter in the separation stage. A is initialized to the output path of the offline DTW.
scoreSynthFix E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and kept fixed in the separation stage.
A is initialized to random values.
S, E A S , E
scoreSynthFix-DTWoff E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and kept fixed in the separation stage.
A is initialized to the output path of the offline DTW.
scoreSynthFix-DTWon E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and kept fixed in the separation stage.
A is initialized to the output path of the online DTW.
GT E is initialized from the synthesized MIDI score and set as a free parameter in the separation stage. A is initialized using a hard prior from the ground-truth annotated score. 
S, E E ,
Source separation results
In this section, we have studied the separation performance of the proposed method as a function of parameters E and A. The obtained results for each configuration described in Section 5.4.9 are presented in Fig. 6 . The lower and upper limits of each box (in blue) represents the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample. The red line in the middle of each box is the median. The lines extending above and below each box represent both the best and the worst performance, respectively, for each variant. For the sake of brevity and better understanding, only the main metrics used in the comparison are displayed, while the other metrics introduced in Section 5.3 are given in Appendix 2.
As can be observed, initializing the time-varying gains with information from the DTW-based alignment provide better separation results than random initialization of A in terms of SDR and SIR. However, imposing sparsity constraints in the gains provokes a slight underperformance in terms of SAR (see Appendix 2) which could be associated to loss of time-frequency coefficients (i.e., set to zero) in the reconstructed signal. A similar behavior can be observed by analyzing the results obtained with the perceptual similarity measures (PSM) provided by the PEMO-Q auditory model (qGlobal, qInterf, qArtif, and qTarget). However, it must be highlighted that attending to PEASS metrics (OPS, TPS, IPS, and APS), there is no correlation between these metrics and PSM ones. A possible reason could be that the nonlinear mapping provided by the PEASS neural network is not optimized to evaluate musical ensembles (see test material in [71] ). We encourage the readers to listen to the audio demos 9 . Regarding the performance as a function of parameter E, better results are obtained when the notesto-units matrix E is initialized using the synthetized MIDI score. In fact, scoreSynthFree-DTWoff obtains the best performance in terms of objective and perceptual measures. In other words, under a proper initialization, adapting the parameters to the input signal outperforms the SS performance. scoreSynthFix-DTWoff and scoreSynthFix-DTWon provide similar separation results and rank second among the compared variants. Note that E is a global parameter (i.e., requires the full signal to be updated), and therefore, online DTW can only be implemented assuming E as a fixed parameter.
In the case of random gains initialization, scoreSynthFix provide better results than scoreSynthFree and scoreFree configurations in terms of SDR, SIR, and PSM. In fact, the model estimation is more biased towards local minima when the number of free and unconstrained parameter increases. Therefore, reliable adaptation of the parameters can only be made using a proper initialization. Figure 7 illustrates a comparison of the best performing offline and online configurations of the proposed method (scoreSynthFree-DTWoff and scoreSynthFix-DTWon) and the state-of-the-art methods presented in Section 5.4.
As can be seen, the energy distribution (ED) baseline method obtains the worst results in terms of SDR and SIR which seems logical since no actual separation is performed. However, it obtains the best results in terms of SAR (see Fig. 13 in Appendix 2). As commented in [4] , it is usual that constrained signal decomposition-based models underperform unconstrained models in terms of SAR. In fact, enforcing the system to model only the score information may cause an unreliable modeling of the recording conditions or the background noise, if present. On the contrary, using suitable constraints provides better results in terms of SDR, SIR, and perceptual measures which are more in line with the actual listening quality of the separation. Regarding the obtained results in terms of PEASS metrics, we can see that they are not in line with the PSM. In fact, as we commented before, the testing material used to train this metrics does not include classical ensembles music signals, and therefore, the obtained results for these metrics might not represent the actual listening quality of the separation (listen to the demos website 9 ). As can be seen in Fig. 7 , in general, the distribution of the compared methods using the energybased (BSS_EVAL) and the perceptual (PSM) measures is similar. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, we will use the SDR and the SIR as the main metrics in order to compare the performance of the evaluated methods for the rest of the paper. The best results are obtained with the baseline ideal separation method (SDR = 12 dB, SIR = 23.01 dB). This measure informs us about the best separation that can be achieved using the selected 1/4 semitone time-frequency representation. Besides, our oracle alignment (GT) variant achieves the best separation results (SDR = 6.80 dB, SIR = 15.35 dB) among the compared methods. This oracle approach provides information about the best separation results that can be obtained using our method when perfect annotation is available. In fact, the proposed variants, scoreSynthFree-DTWoff (SDR = 5.23 dB, SIR = 12.05 dB) and scoreSynthFix-DTWon (SDR = 5.47 dB, SIR = 11.84 dB), provide competitive separation results in terms of SDR and SIR in comparison with the oracle GT solution. This performance can be observed also in the perceptual metrics. Note that GT uses a hard-prior initialization of the gains, whereas the variants using score alignment use a soft-prior initialization (i.e., a tolerance window) to account for the possible missalignment at the onset and offset frames.
Regarding the state-of-the-art algorithms, the signal factorization-based methods Fritsch (SDR = 3.58 dB, SIR = 10.30 dB) and Ganseman (SDR = 3.64 dB, SIR = 6.68 dB) provide similar separation results. In the case of Miron (SDR = 4.96 dB, SIR = 10.69 dB), the obtained results are slightly below the proposed variants in terms of SDR and SIR, while they are slightly above our online variant in terms of qGlobal and qInterf and similar to our offline variant in terms of qGlobal and sligthly worse in terms of qInterf.
Concerning the online approaches, the Soundprism [22] , REMASSeparation, and scoreSynthFix-DTWon methods are the only ones which can be implemented into a real-time system. As can be seen, our proposal outperforms both Soundprism (SDR = 3.15 dB, SIR = 9.43) and REMASSeparation (SDR = 4.49 dB, SIR = 9.84).
Note that all the compared offline score-informed methods in Fig. 7 use the same alignment DTW-based strategy presented in Section 3.3. Therefore, they have the same time-varying gains initialization, including the tolerance window, to allow a fair comparison between their separation performance. Attending to the compared online methods, Soundprism uses its own alignmentseparation scheme, whereas the time-varying gains matrix in REMASSeparation is initialized to the online alignment method described in [31] , including the tolerance window.
A reason of the superior results obtained by our method is due to the fact that in our method, each basis represents a unique combination of notes (score unit), whereas in the compared state-of-the-art, signal decompositionbased algorithms propose an iterative separation method where each component from the spectral basis represents a single note. Consequently, during the factorization within the tolerance window, these algorithms allow concurrent activation of notes that might not happen in the score nor in the performance, worsening in situations of successive short duration notes. In contrast, our method might only be active in the combinations of notes (score units) that are defined in the score.
Comparison with novel deep learning approaches
In this section, we compare the performance of our method with the DL approaches described in Section 5.4. Results with respect to the number of sources in the mixture are presented in Table 4 which are classified in three modules by continuous lines .
First, we analyze the results provided by Exp-Wave-U-Net method and our scoreSynthFix variant. Both methods know in advance the specific instruments which compound the mixture, but are not informed by the instrument activity. scoreSynthFix obtains better results than Exp-Wave-U-Net in terms of SDR and SIR for all the polyphony cases, while it is inferior in SAR. Regarding the methods informed by the alignment score, scoreSynthFree-DTWoff clearly outperforms the DLbased methods in terms of SDR, SIR, and SAR. CExp-Wave-U-Net obtains poor results despite knowing which instruments are presented in the mixture (i.e., conditioned labels). Note that the baseline Wave-U-Net method was designed for source separation of leading voice and accompaniment mixtures and obtained remarkable results in the SISEC campaign [47] . However, extending the original method for source separation of music ensembles without exploiting the instrument activity information does not provide reliable results as depicted in [16] . CNN method achieves good results for low polyphony, reaching 5 dB in SDR for two simultaneous sources. However, it underperforms our proposal around 3 dB in SDR and 10 dB in SIR for all the polyphony cases. Note that in [15] , the evaluation was performed over a dataset compounded by four monophonic instruments (Bach chorales), whereas the evaluated dataset in this paper is more complex and compounded by a combination of 14 different polyphonic instruments. Finally, we present the results for our online variant. As can be observed, scoreSythFix-DTWon obtains similar results to the offline variants, losing less than 1 dB in terms of SDR, SIR, and SAR for all the cases.
Evaluation of large ensembles
In this section, the evaluation performed for a highly polyphonic large ensembles orchestra dataset is presented using the metrics defined in Section 5.3. Then, we show the results obtained for the acoustic minus one application.
Orchestra source separation results
Orchestra SS results are illustrated in Fig. 8 . As in the URMP dataset, the best results are obtained with the baseline ideal separation method (SDR = 7 dB, SIR = 14.08 dB) and the GT variant achieves the best separation results (SDR = 2.05 dB, SIR = 7.33 dB) among the compared methods. scoreSynthFree-DTWoff (SDR = 1.81 dB, SIR = 6.43 dB) and scoreSynthFix-DTWon (SDR = 1.78 dB, SIR = 4.38 dB) provide similar separation results in comparison with the oracle GT solution and clearly outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of SDR and SIR. Fritsch (SDR = 0.53 dB, SIR = 1.90 dB), Ganseman (SDR = 0.91 dB, SIR = 0.78 dB), and Miron (SDR = 0.32 dB, SIR = − 1.17 dB) provide similar separation results. Attending to the perceptual metrics, the superiority of our proposed methods becomes more evident in terms of both qGlobal and qInterf.
Regarding the online approaches, REMASSeparation obtains 0.01 dB and 2.63 dB in terms of SDR and SIR, underperforming our proposal. On the other hand, Soundprism provides the worst results among the compared methods (SDR = − 9.11 dB, SIR = − 8.31 dB). A possible reason of this behavior is because Soundprism uses a multi-pitch estimation model without timbral information together with a HMM to estimate the score position for each frame of real audio. This model obtains reliable results for monotimbral (i.e., just one type of instrument) signals and low polyphony multitimbral mixtures. However, in the case of high polyphony multimbral dataset (see Table 2 ), the alignment is severely degraded, and consequently, Soundprism provides unreliable separation results. This result is in line with the MIREX 2010 10 task of real-time audio to score alignment where Soundprism obtains a 49.11% of total precision, whereas the alignment scheme used in our proposed ISS method provides a total precision of 95.53% over the same dataset, but in a different MIREX campaign (MIREX 2015 11 ).
Finally, we have studied the performance of the compared approaches as a function of the instrument. Since the separation quality varies among the different instruments which compound the mixture, we have considered using the delta-metrics SDR and SIR as in [75, 76] . These metrics inform about the difference between the performance of the ideal Wiener separation (i.e., using true source spectrograms) and the separation score. The obtained results are depicted in Fig. 9 . Note that in Fig. 9 , the best performance corresponds to the value 0 dB (i.e., the ideal Wiener separation). As can be observed, on average, our proposed variants are over the state-of-art level in terms of SDR and obtain significantly superior results in terms of SIR, reaching in both cases values very close to the GT variant. Similar averaged results are obtained for Fritsch ( SDR = − 7.54 dB, SIR = − 18.27 dB), Ganseman ( SDR = − 7.18 dB, SIR = − 19.69 dB), and Miron ( SDR = − 6.74 dB, SIR = − 17.51 dB).
Comparing our variants, better results are obtained in the offline case. In fact, adapting the relative amplitude between instruments in the notes-to-units matrix E improves the separation results. Note that E is a global parameter, and thus, it requires the whole audio signal to be adjusted offline. 
Results for minus one application
In this section, we present the results obtained for the acoustic minus one application. The goal is to provide an audio signal where one of the sources is removed from the mixture. In this sense, minimizing the interference produced by the removed instrument, which implies maximizing SIR and qInterf of the target signal, is the main task to obtain the best minus one performance.
In order to study the performance of the minus one application, we have evaluated all the all-except-one instrument combinations using the orchestra dataset presented in Section 5.1. The overall results are presented in Fig. 10 . Here, we compared the best performing separation methods for offline and online approaches applying the psychoacoustic model presented in Section 4 (scoreSynthFree-DTWoff-psycho and scoreSynthFix-DTWon-psycho) with the baseline methods (ideal separation and energy distribution) to set the "unrealistic" extreme results. In order to evaluate the reliability of the psychoacoustical masking procedure, we have included the scoreSynthFree-DTWoff and scoreSynthFix-DTWon variants of our proposed method, which are computed, in this minus one context, by combining all-except-one instruments obtained in the separation process.
As can be observed, the baseline ideal method (SDR = 16.5 dB, SIR = 22.1 dB) obtains the best results. This measure indicates the best minus one composition that can be achieved using the frequency resolution presented in Section 5.2. Regarding the effect of the psychoacoustic mask on the proposed variants scoreSynthFree-DTWoff and scoreSynthFix-DTWon, we can observe that the masking model underperforms in terms of SDR (∼ 2 dB and ∼ 3 dB in the offline and online variants, respectively). However, using the psychoacoustic model outperforms in terms of SIR (∼ 3 dB and ∼ 3.5 dB in the offline and online variants, respectively). Note that Eq. (29) involves setting to zero those time-frequency bins (f , t) where the interference of the source to be removed might be noticeable. As a consequence, some artifacts are generated in the minus one signal, resulting in worse SAR and SDR values. Nevertheless, the listening performance of the minus one signals obtained with the phychoacoustic model is superior; some examples can be found at demo website 9 . This page contains the audio sources from the test database and the corresponding files obtained by using the proposed method. We have also included an example where the melody line has been removed from the Mozart's composition. In the case of Mozart's piece, the main melody is guided by the bassoon and clarinet. Both instruments have been removed in the mixture applying the psychoacoustical mask described in Eq. (29) . This example shows the improvement achieved when the psychoacoustical mask is applied instead of just mixing the corresponding instruments after the separation process.
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a signal decompositionbased method for score-informed SS that is suitable for both offline and online applications. Our framework is composed of three stages. First, the score information is encoded as a sequence of individual occurrences of unique combinations of notes (score units). The basis functions for each unit are obtained from a trained in advance dictionary of spectral patterns for each note and instrument in the score. Secondly, a cost function is obtained from the projection of each unit over the whole spectrogram of the input mixture signal and a DTW-based scheme to estimate the activations of each score unit. Finally, a local low-rank NMF approach is used to estimated the timevarying gains, and the source signal is reconstructed using a soft-filter-based strategy. The proposed method has been evaluated for SS of small and large ensembles single-channel signals obtaining reliable results in terms of SDR, SIR, and perceptual measures in comparison with other signal decomposition and score-informed deep learning approaches. To our best knowledge, the proposed method is the only informed SS method that can be implemented in real-time and obtains reliable results for highly polyphonic large ensembles.
In addition, we have evaluated the proposed method for the task of minus one. To this end, the soft-filter strategy has been modified using a psychoacoustic sinusoidal model. It consists of applying an auditory spectral masking to reduce the interference introduced by the source removed from the audio mixture. The proposed minus one model provide robust results and outperforms in (2019) 2019:23
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Fig. 10
Objective and perceptual results for minus one application using the BBS_EVAL metrics and the PEASS metrics for the orchestra dataset terms of SIR the best performing variants of our proposed method using the soft-filter strategy. Finally, for future work, we would extend the current framework to a multichannel approach and the use of phase information to mitigate the overlapping partial problem of accompaniment instruments.
